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The interconnectivity of the Internet of Things leaves public and private computer systems essentially indefensible, and no amount of security guidance can help.

That’s the sobering assessment of a top analyst at the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the agency responsible for providing such guidance. Federal officials can implement as many security controls as they want, said Ron Ross, a fellow in NIST’s Computer Security Division, but hackers will still “have a slice of that pie that will always be accessible because there are things that are off our radar due to their complexity.”

“You can comply perfectly with all of that stuff, and you can still have a very vulnerable infrastructure because of the complexity,” Ross said at an event hosted by AFCEA’s Bethesda chapter in April. “There are things that those standards and guidance… don’t touch.”

NIST is one of the primary dispensers of federal security guidance, which is not in short supply. As Ross put it, agencies are “drowning in guidance.” His answer to the challenge is, ironically, more guidance.

Ross and his colleagues are working on a publication he hopes will be a rubric for applying security controls throughout the life cycle of IT systems. He told FCW that his goal for the document is to “do a better job of engaging the right people in the organization, the decision-makers who are taking those risk-based decisions, and get them involved early in the process.”

A draft of that publication, NIST 800-160, has been published, and Ross said he hopes to release a second draft in the next few months and the final version by the end of the year or early in 2016.

The nonbinding document is aimed at anyone involved with or affected by IT engineering in the public and private sectors. That means systems and software engineers, acquisition managers and C-suite security officials, to name a few.

Ross said tackling the insecurity wrought by the Internet of Things would require the kind of collaboration among government, the private sector and academia that helped the United States in its space race with the Soviet Union in the 1960s.

In a separate interview, Robert Bigman, a former chief information security officer at the CIA, said “there’s a bigger problem” than the need for voluntary security standards. “We don’t have any governance policy or regulations at the… federal level over this entire issue of the Internet of Things. No one’s tackled this issue, and frankly, no one wants to tackle the issue.”

Bigman, now a private IT security consultant, said the Office of Management and Budget should ask NIST to come up with recommendations for regulating the Internet of Things.

Hacks have occasionally raised eyebrows, but “no one’s paying attention to the bigger issue,” he said, referring to the lack of federal regulation.

— Sean Lyngaas

NIST official: Internet of Things is indefensible
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5/17-19 Innovation ACT-IAC’s annual Management of Change conference will dig into continuous delivery, workforce development and the Internet of Things. Cambridge, Md. is.gd/FCW_MOC2015

5/28 Commerce IT Washington Technology’s first industry IT day focuses on Commerce’s key component agencies and their projected $2.3 billion in fiscal 2016 IT spending. Falls Church, Va. is.gd/FCW_CommerceIT

RISINGSTAR AWARDS

NOMINATIONS NOW OPEN

Nominations for the 2015 Rising Star awards are now being accepted. Learn more at fcw.com/2015risingstars.
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### Trending

Internet of Things devices are projected to be in use by the end of this decade.

### DHS covers vetting for all major mobile apps

The Department of Homeland Security’s Science and Technology Directorate has expanded its mobile app-vetting and archiving capability to cover all major app markets.

S&T officials said in a statement that their technology can now archive apps from iTunes, Windows Phone Store, Google Play, Amazon and 83 global third-party mobile app markets, including Baidu and Cydia.

Officials said the expansion is part of the Cyber Security Division’s app-archiving program, which DHS launched in 2013 with George Mason University and commercial provider Kryptowire to help the government quickly vet and inventory mobile apps.

In December 2014, Kryptowire and the university launched the program’s first phase, which archived Android smartphone apps and integrated existing app-vetting capabilities to help analysts understand changes over an app’s lifespan.

Kryptowire has commercialized the technology’s second phase, which has archived more than 2.4 million free apps and the top 200 paid apps at four major app stores. The technology has the capability to archive additional mobile apps on demand.

DHS planned to showcase the technology at the RSA Conference in San Francisco in April, along with other DHS-funded technologies that are ready to transition into the marketplace.

DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson gave a keynote address at the event about evolving cybersecurity threats and his agency’s strategies for addressing them.

— Mark Rockwell

### NS2020 sparks a deluge of questions

The General Services Administration has received more than 1,600 comments and questions from industry and federal agencies concerning its draft request for proposals on the contract that will be the cornerstone of its next-generation Network Services 2020 telecommunications strategy.

GSA released the draft RFP on Feb. 28 for the Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions (EIS) contract, which requires potential contractors to cover four mandatory services: virtual private networks, managed networks, regional telecom and Ethernet. The comment period for the document closed March 31.

In an April 15 email message to FCW, a GSA spokesperson said the agency had received 1,215 questions/comments from 15 companies and 405 questions/comments from government agencies.

Managers of the contract said in a conference call in early March that they expected a variety of vendors to be interested in bidding on the $50 billion, 15-year vehicle, and they anticipated a competitive battle.

Fred Haines, EIS program manager in GSA’s Office of Network Services Programs, said during the call that the draft RFP was developed with significant industry and agency input, and it sought to widen the playing field in a number of ways, including reducing geographic network coverage requirements for providers.

Potential bidders won’t need to have the vast network infrastructure of a traditional telecom company to participate, he added.

The agency said it expects to issue the final RFP in July and to award the EIS contract by the end of fiscal 2016.

— Mark Rockwell

### INK TANK

The success rate of government-sanctioned partnerships can be improved with the inclusion of your talents and management skills.

This is why I'm staying in the private sector.
In 2014, federal agencies decreased their projected PortfolioStat savings by more than half of what they reported in 2013, with the Defense Department missing the mark by billions, according to a new Government Accountability Office study released April 16.

GAO said at least 68 percent of agencies backed off their original savings estimates.

Agencies initially expected to save at least $5.8 billion from fiscal 2013 to 2015, GAO said, but those estimates were reduced to about $2 billion. DOD and the Department of Homeland Security accounted for most of the difference.

DOD reported that it planned $3.2 billion in savings in 2013 but only $560.5 million in revised savings in 2014 — a gap of $2.6 billion.

Despite the downward revisions, GAO said savings from federally mandated data center consolidations could improve the picture a little. Even though the Office of Management and Budget made its Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative part of PortfolioStat in 2013, GAO said agencies have not consistently included planned savings from the initiative in their PortfolioStat reporting. As a result, the total amount agencies expect to save through fiscal 2015 is understated, according to GAO.

— John Bicknell

The National Institutes of Health announced the 65 vendors that will be on its $20 billion CIO-Commodities and Solutions contract.

The governmentwide acquisition contract is the successor to NIH’s Electronic Commodities Store III. It is intended to “support the full range of IT needs across the federal government with a particular emphasis on agencies involved in health care and clinical and biological research,” according to NIH.

There are 58 value-added resellers on the contract, along with original equipment manufacturers AT&T, CSC, Dell Federal Systems, HP, IBM, IMS Government Solutions and Vion.

— Troy K. Schneider

### EDITOR’S NOTE

**Rising Star nominations: Time is running out!**

The deadline for 2015 Rising Star nominations is fast approaching, and we need your input to be sure we find the best possible candidates for our judges to consider.

The Rising Star awards spotlight women and men who — even in the early stages of a federal IT career — are having an outsized impact and who show clear signs of being leaders in the community in the years to come.

Nominees can come from government, the private sector, academia or the nonprofit world. The only restrictions are that they be actively involved in the community and in the first 10 years of their federal IT careers. (That’s not just millennials, mind you — a 50-year-old veteran who has embarked on a second career is every bit as eligible.)

What makes for a winner? In many ways, it’s the same criteria used for the Federal 100 awards — someone whose leadership, innovation and all-around extra effort are having a powerful and positive impact on federal IT.

Here are some simple guidelines to keep in mind:

- This is an individual award. Teams are important, too, but that’s what the GCN awards are for. (Those nominations are open as well, by the way; learn more at GCN.com!)
- Winners go above and beyond, whatever their level or rank. A fancy job title is not required, and doing one’s job well is not enough.
- Impact matters. The judges need to know not only what a nominee did but also what all that work accomplished.
- The award is for work done in the past year. Future leadership potential is important, but nominees must have had clear accomplishments in the past 12 months.
- You can make multiple nominations. Do so early and often.

So gather your information and supporting nominators, and get those nominations in by July 2. Go to FCW.com/2015risingstars to learn more, then let us know where to find the leaders of tomorrow — and the rising stars of today.

— Troy K. Schneider

tschneider@fcw.com
@troyschneider
**CRITICAL READ**

**WHAT:** A report from Human Rights Watch and Harvard Law School’s International Human Rights Clinic on the legal, moral and practical concerns regarding fully autonomous weapons.

**WHY:** Such weapons are all but incapable of distinguishing between lawful and unlawful targets as required by international humanitarian law. However, it is unlikely that military commanders or the weapons’ programmers and manufacturers could be held liable if an autonomous system illegally killed noncombatants. But there are also concerns about an arms race that could put such weapons in the hands of those with little regard for the law.

**VERBATIM:** “Existing mechanisms for legal accountability are ill suited and inadequate to address the unlawful harms fully autonomous weapons might cause. These weapons have the potential to commit criminal acts — unlawful acts that would constitute a crime if done with intent — for which no one could be held responsible.”

**FULL REPORT:** is.gd/FCW_HRW

---

**Trending**

54% of Americans think the federal government is not effectively sharing the data it collects.

---

**FCW Insider: People on the move**

Dan Gordon, former administrator of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy and now an associate dean at George Washington University Law School, said he has been gradually pulling back from his many advisory roles in the past few months with an eye to retiring by July 1.

He said his enthusiasm for the government’s procurement system is undimmed, despite the increasing complexity and technological changes that have many calling for reform.

A complete overhaul could be shortsighted because the system isn’t broken so much as in need of updating, he said, adding, “We get high-quality equipment to warfighters, and we do a good job of getting IT systems that work. Our system has more transparency. It is good and effective.”

However, the system does need to continue evolving. Agile development, more competition and innovation are all important ingredients, he said, while congressional micromanagement of the process is not. Instead, the government should be looking for ways to inject more uniformity into the procurement process and get agency IT and contract employees to work together more closely.

The system’s biggest flaw is a lack of investment in employees, Gordon said. “There is an unwillingness to spend adequate money on 1102 [contract specialists] and training. There’s not enough staff.”

During his tenure as OFPP administrator, from 2009 to 2011, he worked on a variety of acquisition issues, including improving and standardizing the workforce, overseeing the implementation of strategic sourcing, and pushing for more industry and agency communication through his “myth-busters” campaign. He has frequently testified on acquisition issues before Congress.

Former General Services Administration CIO Casey Coleman left AT&T Government Solutions to become Unisys Federal’s civilian agency business leader in April.

Coleman joined AT&T in January 2014 after spending 11 years in various IT leadership roles at GSA.

Previously, she worked at Lockheed Martin and Kana Software.

A three-time Federal 100 winner, Coleman told Washington Technology her time at GSA would serve her well at Unisys. “I have a lot of empathy for our government customers,” she said. “You have to understand the pressures they are under.”

The Senate confirmed Russell Deyo as undersecretary for management at the Department of Homeland Security on April 16.

“Given the challenges associated with fusing 22 separate agencies into one cohesive department, the undersecretary for management at the Department of Homeland Security is an enormously important position,” Sen. Tom Carper (D-Del.) said in a statement.

Energy Department Deputy CIO Don Adcock left the agency in April. Adcock had been interim CIO until March 5, when Michael Johnson was named DOE’s CIO. Johnson had been serving as assistant director for intelligence programs and national security systems at the White House’s Office of Science and Technology Policy.

— FCW staff
The Analytics Experience
July 26–31, 2015

The Analytics Experience provides comprehensive, end-to-end analytics training on everything you need to build and execute a high-value analytics program. Six action-packed days filled with classes, peer-to-peer sessions, case studies, hands-on training, and networking offer an accelerated learning experience for business and technical leaders and implementers.
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New!
HANDS-ON TRAINING
Learn how to use all the latest analytics tools and technologies

PEER-TO-PEER LEARNING
Gain tips and techniques for high-impact and high-value analytics
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WHAT: The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is accepting proposals for its Building Resource Adaptive Software Systems (BRASS) program, which seeks to advance the design and implementation of long-lived software systems.

WHY: Researchers want those systems to dynamically adapt to changes in the resources they depend on and the environments in which they operate, instead of having to be manually updated by IT personnel. Those advances will require developing linguistic abstractions, formal methods and resource-aware program analyses that can discover and specify program transformations. Systems designed to monitor changes in the surrounding digital ecosystem will also be needed, DARPA said.

“Technology inevitably evolves, but very often corresponding changes in libraries, data formats, protocols, input characteristics and models of components in a software ecosystem undermine the behavior of applications,” DARPA Program Manager Suresh Jagannathan said in a statement. “The inability to seamlessly adapt to new operating conditions undermines productivity, hampers the development of cyber-secure infrastructure and raises the long-term risk that access to important digital content will be lost as the software that generates and interprets content becomes outdated.”

FULL LISTING: is.gd/FCW_DARPA_BRASS

Kendall welcomes House acquisition reform bill, with caveats

According to Frank Kendall, undersecretary of Defense for acquisition, technology and logistics, a recently unveiled bill to reform the troubled acquisition system largely gets it right, with at least two possible exceptions.

Kendall said he was wary of the overinvolvement of military service chiefs in the acquisition process. Although they have an important role to play, they should not be in the business of program scheduling, he added.

“I have seen some very disastrous cases” in which service chiefs have set arbitrary dates for program deliverables, leading to undue risk-taking, Kendall said at a Brookings Institution event in April. “I just want to be careful about how far we go in that direction.”

The legislation, written by House Armed Services Committee Chairman Mac Thornberry (R-Texas), would not delegate program scheduling to the service chiefs, but it would amend the U.S. Code to require their involvement in acquisition policy.

Thornberry’s bill would also create a dual-track career path for military officers that involves combat and acquisition experience. That approach is intended to “more closely align the military operational, requirements and acquisition workforces of each armed force,” the bill states.

But Kendall said he and Adm. James Winnefeld, vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, were concerned that such a provision would not allow for enough specialization in the Defense Department acquisition workforce.

“If somebody were half a doctor and half a lawyer, you wouldn’t expect him to be terrific at either one,” Kendall said.

To improve the Pentagon’s acquisition policies and practices, he recently unveiled the third iteration of the Better Buying Power initiative. The new guidance is intended in part to ensure that cybersecurity is “constantly in mind” in the acquisition process.

When asked by FCW what he would say to critics who might charge that cybersecurity should have been a key tenet of earlier versions of the BBP, Kendall said, “they’re probably right.”

“It’s not that we’re not doing anything about cyber. We are,” he added. “But I think the need to make my acquisition workforce much more conscious of it in the pervasive way that I think we need to be conscious of it probably ...existed earlier.”

— Sean Lyngaas

Mary Davie
@marydavie

Our brave new smartphone world - @kelmansteve gets it right http://fcw.com/blogs/lectern/2015/04/kelman-brave-new-smartphone-world.aspx ... via @FCWnow

Join the conversation

FCW uses Twitter to break news, field questions and ask our own. Learn more at Twitter.com/FCWnow.
Maintaining the right balance

Think you can succeed by zeroing in on a single problem? Sorry, but life is not that simple.

In his book “Polarity Management: Identifying and Managing Unsolvable Problems,” Barry Johnson makes the case that although we are trained from a young age to identify and solve problems, many of the challenges we face don’t reflect a single problem to solve. Far more often, the true challenge is a polarity of two things occurring simultaneously. By limiting our view to a single problem to solve, we miss the impact of the related issue that we’re not addressing and end up making things worse, not better.

Examples of polarities are all around us, and they include cost/quality, efficiency/effectiveness and change/stability. Technology leaders face a number of polarities masquerading as problems, and failure to grasp the importance of managing both ongoing issues will inevitably delay or destroy the best-laid transformation plans.

Information security professionals could minimize risk by walling off their organizations from the outside world. When taken to the extreme, however, that is a sure path to a self-inflicted denial-of-service attack. Bad things don’t get in, but necessary information doesn’t move either.

Similarly, if your job is to advance information sharing, your best efforts might fail to recognize that you’re under attack and your intellectual capital is being served up to adversaries and competitors. In a world where users demand access from any device, anywhere,

a successful cyber strategy must embrace both information sharing and information security. By shifting our focus (and language) to “secure information sharing,” we will raise the bar on security while encouraging, rather than thwarting, the flow of knowledge.

Another important polarity is determining the balance between work done at the enterprise and local levels. Way back in the last millennium when PalmPilots and Deep Blue roamed the earth, we lived in a world of local-area networks and systems. The advantages of doing things locally included a manageable scale, speed, agility and proximity to your customer. The downside was that we wasted time and money developing duplicative solutions that were not interoperable and that created electronic barriers to sharing information.

With the advent of the Internet Age, we discovered that we could eliminate the expense of duplicate, disparate solutions. However, the pendulum has perhaps swung too far toward doing things at the enterprise level, resulting in more than a few major system implementations that, due to their immense size, failed to delight anyone by trying to appease everyone.

Agile methodology has demonstrated the power of breaking work into modular increments, and locally developed apps that meet local needs are examples of bigger not always being better. However, if managing the scope of an effort becomes the problem to solve, your preference will always be for smaller solutions, blinding you to the other aspect of the polarity.

Sometimes “evolutionary” change through small engagements is the right path to build momentum and gain support. At other times, “revolutionary” change is needed. If the Defense Department had not demanded a single Common Access Card solution for all 3.5 million of its people, DOD officials would be years behind their current state in addressing identity management, information security, e-business and physical access issues.

We live in a world that demands choice in the applications and devices we use while deriving great value from consolidated offerings such as enterprise services and cloud computing. The art is to understand that both enterprise and local solutions have their place and to ensure that early in your work, you decide the optimal balance to effectively manage the polarity you face.
Today's workforce is more collaborative than ever. CEB research shows that the average employee works with 10 or more individuals to accomplish daily tasks, and nearly half of an employee’s performance comes from integrated contributions. Two-thirds of employees report doing more collaborative work now than they did three years ago, and this change will only increase.

Despite the demand for collaboration, however, federal employees are often dissatisfied with the managerial support and tools they receive to enable it. In the 2014 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, only 54 percent of federal employees said their managers support collaboration across work units to accomplish organizational objectives. Additionally, our research shows that only 42 percent of employees rate their IT-provided collaboration tools as effective.

In the government, business units have addressed the gap between their collaboration needs and IT’s current support by turning to cloud-hosted solutions. A recent report by Skyhigh Networks claims that the average government organization uses 721 cloud services — more than 10 times the number that central IT expects. Collaboration tools top the list, with the average organization making use of 120 cloud-based resources.

Business units and individual employees are turning to those solutions because the unpredictability of collaboration needs defies IT standards and set processes. IT leaders and even business unit leaders can’t typically foresee which processes will be the most effective for a future opportunity. Effective collaboration tools meet real-time needs, and employees are voting with their feet by choosing apps and cloud-based tools that meet their needs in a more targeted and timely fashion than traditional IT offerings.

Despite the demand for collaboration, federal employees are often dissatisfied with the managerial support and tools they receive.

IT departments have valid concerns about such business-led technology sourcing, including potential security risks, excessive portfolio complexity and potentially duplicative spending. However, IT often underestimates the benefits of business-led technology experimentation, while business partners often underestimate the risks and true lifetime costs of cloud-based services.

IT leaders can best balance concerns about risks with potential rewards by adapting their engagement model to meet the context of collaboration. Frontline employees and their managers are typically best positioned to know their collaboration needs, but IT has a cross-enterprise perspective, knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of systems and data, and expertise in managing technology projects.

IT leaders can maximize those advantages by:

• **Equipping business leaders to be informed technology consumers.** Instead of trying to force business leaders to source their solutions through IT, the department can act as a “buyer’s agent” for business units. The IT team can educate them to ask vendors the right questions and gain an early and complete understanding of the trade-offs associated with a particular solution.

• **Scaling good solutions to the enterprise.** Although business units are more capable of experimenting with collaboration tools, IT can promote scalable solutions across the enterprise. Instead of developing applications internally, IT should provide a set of integration services and a flexible access point for all potential users in the form of an enterprise app store.

• **Enabling stakeholders to manage information risks.** Business units are the true owners of the risk from self-procured cloud services. The IT team should act as a security adviser and teach employees to identify risks by providing clear, easy-to-use risk assessment templates and reference guides.
The idea of the “wisdom of crowds” was popularized in a 2004 book with that title by James Surowiecki. The author goes beyond just saying that “two heads are better than one” or that groups often make better judgments than individuals, including individual experts.

Instead, Surowiecki asserts that averaging the individual judgments of many people about the answer to a question will produce better results than having people discuss their initial views and then reach a common judgment.

Some of the discussion has pitted the averaged judgments of large groups against those of individual experts. But belief in the wisdom of crowds also challenges another common view, which is that group discussion will typically produce better decisions than averaging the judgments of lots of individuals without discussion, as a prediction market does.

Recently, social psychologist Julia Minson, a young colleague of mine at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, presented her research on the latter topic. Specifically, she asked: For questions where there is a lot of uncertainty about the correct answer, do we get better responses by averaging individual judgments or discussing those judgments in a group?

The answer has important practical value for decision-making in government and other large organizations. Minson’s research, which involved lab experiments, resulted in two key findings. First, averaging individual responses performs dramatically worse than discussion when some members of the group have estimates that turn out to be dramatically wrong. However, that approach is not as bad if there are not such egregious errors among group members.

The improved accuracy of discussion over averaging is due mostly to participants giving greater weight to better information.

The improved accuracy of discussion over averaging is due mostly to participants giving greater weight to better information and not simply the distortion in averaging caused by the terribly wrong estimates.

Second, the accuracy improvements from discussion are larger when participants do not reveal their estimates before the discussion. Sharing estimates in advance tends to limit the range of options considered, which has a negative effect on accuracy. Minson notes that this conclusion runs counter to most people’s intuition.

Can we apply this research to development of estimates used in government and other large organizations? Minson’s research involved situations in which participants were often very uncertain of the facts but where correct facts indeed existed. (For example, respondents were asked to estimate the annual salaries of nine Fortune 500 CEOs.) But does it apply to uncertain estimates about the future?

Clearly, Minson’s calculations required a comparison with some standard of a correct answer, which does not yet exist for estimates about the future. Nonetheless, the principle that there is what will turn out to be a correct estimate about an uncertain future, even if we don’t know it now, is the same for the two scenarios, and my view is that we can make the crossover.

There was another lesson in Minson’s presentation. One of the great virtues of being at a university is having structured opportunities to be exposed to the ideas of young colleagues. The Kennedy School and most other research-oriented universities regularly hold seminars at which faculty members present their research, and a large proportion of the presentations are by young colleagues.

It is tremendously stimulating and encourages the rest of us to develop new ideas and new ways of thinking, which benefits our organization as a whole. Government would do well to create similar opportunities for newer employees to present their thoughts to those who have been around longer.
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Monster
A consumer-jobs giant has quietly carved out HR business with 130 agency components

Microsoft
The king of installed software now sells SaaS, developer platforms and pure infrastructure cloud

CenturyLink
A quintessential telecom firm is looking more and more like an IT services provider

IBM
Focusing on consulting and cloud services — and showcasing Bluemix in hackathons with NASA

Salesforce
The SaaS pioneer now has a full-blown apps ecosystem in government

Lockheed Martin
Four key acquisitions in 2014 helped keep a lock on the top IT contractor slot

Amazon Web Services
First an eye-popping CIA contract, then aggressive partnering throughout the market

Unisys
Sixty-four years after UNIVAC I, the emphasis is on service and “stealth” cybersecurity

Splunk
Analytics for everyone — including SAIC’s own security operations center

Huddle
Leveraging In-Q-Tel funding and U.K. government market share to challenge the SharePoint status quo
Strange things are afoot in federal IT.

Companies that a decade ago were nowhere to be found on contracts — and in some cases did not even exist — are working with agencies on mission-critical systems.

Splunk is supplying the analytics to monitor the F-35 stealth fighter’s systems and performance data. Monster Government Solutions now works with virtually every Cabinet agency on recruiting and retaining staff. Salesforce.com has established a thriving applications ecosystem, and Amazon Web Services is called out by name in requests for proposals.

The traditional IT powerhouses, meanwhile, are hardly standing still. Unisys — the company that sold the first computer to the government — is now working with several agencies on predictive analytics and has emerged as a leader in software-defined security. AT&T, CenturyLink and Verizon have all evolved far beyond their telecom roots. Microsoft — long the godfather of locally installed software and enterprise licenses in government — is now arguably many agencies’ most aggressive cloud enabler.

So what exactly is going on?

A catalyst in the cloud

Perhaps the clearest sign that the federal IT landscape had changed came in early 2013, when FCW broke the news that Amazon had won a $600 million CIA contract to build a private cloud for the intelligence community.

In every interview conducted for this story, sources pointed to the CIA deal as a watershed moment. As Deltek Vice President Kevin Plexico put it, “10 years ago, if you were to say who are the companies going after that contract, you never would have in a billion years thought of Amazon.”

According to Professional Services Council President Stan Soloway, “The Amazon CIA deal was huge not just because it was Amazon’s first big win, but [also] because it said to the national security space, ‘Oh, the national security customer may be willing to do something different,’ at a time when a lot of folks in the national security space did not believe that their customers wanted to go that route.”

Dave Wennergren, a former Department of the Navy CIO and longtime Defense Department executive who is now PSC’s senior vice president for technology, agreed and asked: “Does it really mean that it’s a change in the guard, or does that just mean that the way we’re asking for things in a changing marketplace is creating new opportunities?”

Changes, yes, but no changing of the guard

When it comes to cloud contracts, one thing that is clearly not happening is some wholesale changing of the guard. In a Deltek analysis of known agency cloud contracts to date, Booz Allen Hamilton, Carahsoft, CGI Federal, CoreSphere, DLT Solutions, HP Enterprise Services, IBM, Smarttronix and Verizon all have won more awards than Amazon has.

“I definitely think there’s some disruption taking place, and it’s forcing...some significant changes in the main stage players,” Plexico said. “In the scheme of dollars, it hasn’t caused a big shift. But in the scheme of business strategy, pricing, partnering and the teaming relationships that have been formed in the past versus the ones that are forming now, I think there are big changes when you look that way.”

Alex Rossino, who conducted the cloud-contract research as Deltek’s principal research analyst for federal industry analysis, agreed. “I look at it less from new players that are entering as opposed to old players that are changing in order
Cloud

to adapt to the new situation firsthand,” he said.

And adapt they have. Rossino cited Microsoft in particular for the way the software giant has been “transitioning current customers over to their Azure cloud and the Office 365 offering.... That keeps those customers sticking with them.”

Other players in the field have grumbled about that, he said, because the migrations have come in the guise of renewing software licenses. “That’s definitely a different way of doing stuff,” he added. “It’s just how the market is nowadays.”

The evolutions extend beyond pure cloud plays as well. “Cisco is a great example,” Soloway said. “I think they haven’t done it with a lot of publicity, but they were a router and switch company. Now they’re selling capabilities. That is a huge cultural and business-model shift for a company that size.

Or look at Verizon, Rossino said. “Verizon used to be known as a Baby Bell. They provided telecom services. Now they do cloud everything.... They’ve radically changed their business model in order to accommodate the new technologies.”

Other firms have taken different approaches. Large pure-play government contractors such as Lockheed Martin (which perennially places No. 1 on Washington Technology’s list of top federal IT firms), Northrop Grumman (the consistent No. 2), CACI, ManTech and SRA International have been aggressive in acquiring smaller firms to strengthen their cyber, business intelligence, cloud and health IT offerings.

For others — such as Engility, Harris, PAE and Vencore — acquisitions have been more about improving their economies of scale.

The government’s growing receptiveness to the idea of using commercial technology, meanwhile, has played to the strengths of companies such as Accenture, Computer Sciences Corp., HP; IBM and Unisys, whose government units can take advantage of the companies’ much larger private-sector businesses. Accenture, HP and IBM, of course, also have robust consulting and services businesses, positioning them to apply commercial practices to government needs and helping HP and IBM stress IT services over traditional hardware and software products.

There are other approaches as well, and many companies are embracing more than one. For additional examples, see the illustration on Page 14.

“The current incumbents have lots of innovation going on,” Wennberg said. “Boeing is inventing force fields.... IBM continues, I think, to offer innovative work on a scale unrivaled, pretty much, in the technology business.” The list, he said, “goes on and on.”

So what, then, are these newcomer firms doing? The entry points for agency business vary, of course, but the common thread is that companies are offering agencies technologies that have caught fire in other sectors, usually in corporate IT. Before Splunk landed its F-35 work, for example, the firm had crunched data for Cars.com and NPR, among many others. But Huddle has capitalized on its government success in Great Britain, while Maximus has done the same with its state and local experience as health IT has grown more important at the federal level.

The newcomers are also capitalizing on two critical aspects of cloud computing: scale and standardization. The first has long been a hallmark of federal IT; the second is slowly being embraced. Historically, enterprise IT systems

CENTURYLINK AND THE TELECOM TRANSFORMATION

One of the more intriguing cloud trends to watch is the evolution of the major telecommunications players as they continue to embrace cloud technology and a managed services approach to the government market.

As a sign of that trend, earlier this year CenturyLink promoted Tim Meehan to senior vice president and general manager of its government business. It’s important to note Meehan’s background in the IT market. He was vice president of sales for the company’s east region and the financial services industry, and he ran inside sales for CenturyLink Technology Solutions. Before joining CenturyLink, he led various business groups in Oracle’s consulting division and was in charge of North American sales for the company’s cloud-hosting unit.

AT&T made a similar move in 2013 when Kay Kapoor was picked to lead AT&T Government Solutions. She had held IT leadership positions at Lockheed Martin and Accenture.

Meehan’s background will be critical for his vision of making CenturyLink a leading IT services provider. “It’s bringing that single pane of glass so agencies can look across their networks and understand what is going on,” he said.

It is a decidedly enterprise view of IT that CenturyLink and other telecom players are uniquely qualified to bring to the market. That vision is predicated on the telecom companies focusing not on selling trunk lines and telephony but on bringing a mission focus to how they sell their communications infrastructure to government agencies.

How CenturyLink, AT&T and Verizon deliver on the mission will vary from agency to agency, so the companies are offering a range of public, private and hybrid cloud solutions, in addition to meeting customers’ on-demand computing, storage, platform and application needs.

The shift in strategy also reflects the evolving contract vehicles. The General Services Administration is developing the Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions contract as part of its Network Services 2020 strategy. It is the suc-
WHEN MOST IT SYSTEMS WERE ON-PREMISE, FEDERAL SYSTEMS OFTEN REQUIRED A SCALE — THINK IRS OR U.S. ARMY — THAT COULD SCARE OFF FIRMS NOT BUILT AROUND GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.

were made-to-order affairs — especially in government. There’s only one IRS or U.S. Army, so why not tailor the infrastructure to fit?

As Google and Facebook have famously demonstrated, however, there are clear upsides to cookie-cutter servers and other components. Others have followed suit, Rossino said, and “the architectures have now developed to a point where the hardware is standardized enough to leverage something like infrastructure as a service.”

Dave Bartoletti, a principal analyst at Forrester Research, put it slightly differently: “The cloud works when you make yourself fit to the cloud.”

“If you think your relationship with the cloud is ‘I’m going to call...and tell them what I want — what servers I want, what network I want’ — that defeats the whole model,” he said. “It’s sort of the ‘build it and they will come’ model, versus the ‘what do you want me to build for you?’ model” that has long been prevalent in government.

And if government is slowly acclimating to commodity infrastructure, the rest of the world is catching up when it comes to scale.

When most IT systems were on-premise, federal systems often required a scale — again, think IRS or U.S. Army — that could scare off firms not built around government business. For an Amazon or a Google today, however, an agency’s storage or computing needs are not nearly so daunting.

Bartoletti pointed to Docker, the popular containerization solution, as a case in point. Containers are “a cool new technology,” he said. “And in the past, a few people would play with it, and take a risk and see if it works. Well, Google now launches 2 billion containers a week. So if you’re the government, and you’re worried about should you deploy your applications in containers — are they safe? Are they stable? Well, of course they are.... You’re not the first one using them anymore. You’re not bleeding edge in the cloud.”

According to Soloway, this means that “not only is the IT industry going to market differently as a service model, but the way the technologies are being deployed is fundamentally changing the services economy — or has the potential, at least.”

**Preconceived notions and missed opportunities**

Soloway, however, also said he was concerned that agencies might be selling familiar companies short as they look to the cloud.

“There is a bit of a sense, I think, among some of the leadership in government that the existing traditional contractor base is no longer innovative or agile,” he said. “I think that’s a very dangerous assumption because in any market the suppliers respond to what their customers really want and direct them to do.... The biggest frustration they have is the ability to bring that innovation to the customer.”

Wennegren went further by asserting that deconstructing the cast of contractors risks missing the larger point.

“We have this penchant for [saying], ‘We’re not getting what we want; therefore, we must need to go to new people to get it,’” he said. “It doesn’t matter whether you’re going to these new guys or the current guys. If you don’t ask for it right, you’re not going to get the kind of innovation that you seek in the future.”

**Washington Technology Editor-in-Chief Nick Wakeman contributed to this report.**
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Joint Base San Antonio, a sprawling complex shared by the Army and Air Force, has been a testing ground for a signature piece of the Defense Department’s IT modernization plans. But the Air Force component of the base is lagging behind the Army in implementing the Joint Regional Security Stacks project and missing out on its security benefits, according to Air Force Lt. Col. Timothy Kneeland, commander of the base’s 502nd Communications Squadron.

The 502nd Communications Squadron is charged with facilitating communication across the constellation of facilities that make up JBSA. The squadron serves 84,000 customers annually, according to Kneeland. JRSS is a collection of servers, switches and software tools meant to give DOD network operators a clearer view of network traffic. By sending that traffic to the cloud for analysis, the stacks can help operators quickly respond to network threats by, for example, opening certain ports or blocking a given IP address.

DOD CIO Terry Halvorsen has touted the stacks as the cornerstone of a larger departmentwide initiative known as the Joint Information Environment, which seeks to standardize and consolidate IT networks for better security. A test of JRSS last year revealed a solid architecture and showed that “we had the capacity size right, [but] we needed to do some fine-tuning of the software sets and tools,” Halvorsen told reporters in December.

JRSS is being deployed at more than 20 military sites around the world. Installation is complete in Europe, and the stacks reached initial operating capability at JBSA in September. According to Kneeland, however, the Air Force is flowing traffic only through the outer boundary of the stack.

His goal is to run network traffic through each layer of the stack and fully use the analytics and security
features that are possible through JRSS. The focus so far has been on "making sure that the links are all in place but not actually utilizing the capabilities that are there," he said. "When that happens, I’ll be able to then reroute traffic [to] the other installations."

The Air Force at JBSA was set to begin use the JRSS security features in February, but their activation has been delayed, perhaps until July, Kneeland said. A spokesperson for the Air Force’s 26th Network Operations Squadron, which is helping implement JRSS at the base, could not be reached for comment.

When asked what he could do to speed implementation of JRSS, Kneeland said, “Nothing.... We're ready to roll on this end,” and added that he planned to talk to DOD officials about the direction of JRSS implementation.

Kneeland said he understands that, given its finite resources, the Pentagon had to prioritize implementation of JRSS in some places at the expense of others. “But being responsible for this area here in JBSA, I’d like to see us...completely utilize JRSS because I think there’s great benefit in it,” he added.

Kneeland’s goal of interoperability remains elusive, however. Some 1,000 Air Force personnel at JBSA’s Fort Sam Houston, for example, have to use an Army network because the Air Force’s network is unavailable to them. Having full access to the Air Force network would enable the personnel at Fort Sam Houston to work with their colleagues at other JBSA facilities on records management and storage-area networks, he added.

“You don’t want to have to have a separate desktop environment for each place that you go,” Kneeland said. “You want to be able to have a single one that you can be mobile and move around throughout.”

- Sean Lyngaas
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It’s no secret that the federal government is on the lookout for a few good geeks. The fast-growing U.S. Digital Service, housed at the Office of Management and Budget, is trying to induce private-sector techies to do a stint in government. And now agencies are incorporating funding for such teams into their budget requests.

Federal Deputy CIO and USDS Administrator Mikey Dickerson pegged overall spending on the new tech teams at about $105 million.

“The demand from the agencies is...more than we could ever satisfy,” Dickerson said in a recruiting pitch at the South by Southwest conference in March. “We have met with 22 of them and identified around 60 projects that need attention.”

Most of the agencies that fall under the CFO Act have made budget requests to fund digital services teams. However, the Defense Department is not establishing such a team, and the congressional justification documents for the departments of Energy and Housing and Urban Development make no mention of the program. Otherwise, buy-in is solid up and down the line.

There are at least $75 million worth of digital services funding requests, even though some agencies that are currently fielding teams or plan to do so in fiscal 2016 did not include dollar figures in their documents.

Budget justification documents appear to have borrowed some boilerplate text, presumably supplied by OMB, that explains the need for digital services teams and the gains in productivity and efficiency they can engender. One particular passage — “The success rate of government digital services can be improved when the department has digital service experts on staff with modern digital product design, software engineering and product management skills” — can be found in more than a few of the documents.

Some agencies have spelled out specific plans for their digital services teams and made budget requests that are outsized, at least when compared to their overall IT spending.

The Commerce Department, for example, is seeking $6.4 million for its digital service, with an eye to standardizing its data and making it interoperable. The agency said it envisions a common data system as “a key asset that will enable the department to increase access to a more consumable version of the data it collects and produces.”

The Department of Health and Human Services is requesting $10 million for its digital services team. The agency wants 30 full-time employees and is focusing on establishing a core team with strong management skills to guide the development of digital services across HHS.

“The initial group will need core expertise in program management, program evaluation, procurement, data science, information architecture and structured content,” the budget document states.

HHS leaders are taking advantage of the new program to promise tighter coordination between its CIO, chief technology officer and Office of the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs, which has broad authority over the department’s public-facing websites.

The Treasury Department is planning a 41-person, $10 million digital services team that will focus on the usability of online government services across platforms and devices, better...
IT procurement, and the use of data to drive innovation.

The Department of Homeland Security is seeking $10 million for a 50-person digital services team that will bring commercial best practices such as agile development and open-source technology to bear on IT projects. The plan is for a decentralized team whose members are located at various DHS components.

The Small Business Administration is requesting $1 million for a digital services team to improve and develop the agency’s SBA One portal, which is envisioned as a one-stop shop for accessing loan, contracting, capital and other services.

The Department of Veterans Affairs did not release a dollar figure for its digital services team in its fiscal 2016 budget request, but the VA has by far the most mature program and has already shown results on several projects. The department has budgeted for a 75-person team, the largest outside the program office at OMB, and the price tag is surely far ahead of other agencies’ programs.

Other requests include:
- Transportation Department — $9 million
- Agriculture Department — $7.6 million
- Justice Department — $7.4 million
- Social Security Administration — $4.6 million
- Interior Department — $3 million
- State Department and U.S. Agency for International Development — $1.3 million
- National Science Foundation — $1 million

NASA, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Office of Personnel Management include digital services in their budget requests, but do not specify a dollar amount or headcount.

The Obama administration has requested $35.2 million for the Information Technology Oversight and Reform fund at OMB, which supports USDS and other governmentwide IT and e-government efforts. It’s not clear how much OMB will devote to USDS, but the effort is budgeted for 87 full-time employees in fiscal 2016.

When OMB’s request is added to agencies’ funding, the overall digital services effort climbs to more than $100 million.
A federal agency’s website is on the front lines of delivering services to the public. Indeed, a majority of Americans now go online to seek government services. A few years ago, the Pew Research Center estimated that 82 percent of U.S. Internet users search for information or complete a transaction on a government website, and a new Pew survey found that 40 percent do so via smartphones.

Unfortunately, individuals who want to access government applications and services generally must create a username and password for each agency site they visit. And agencies maintain their own identity management systems to authenticate users. Security suffers as well; weak and stolen passwords rank among the top ways an online system can be compromised.

In response, the federal government has been moving toward an identity management approach that will let people use the same credential to conduct business with multiple agencies, thereby creating a common mechanism for transmitting identity information and introducing stronger authentication.

But much work remains to be done. A key consideration is building a system that affords robust security but is easy to use. Onerous security measures invite users to pursue workarounds, which neutralizes the protections.

“The usability of secure identity solutions is something that the market has been struggling to improve for years,” said Jeremy Grant, senior executive adviser for identity management at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. “We’ve had no problem developing ‘secure’ identity technologies, but if people don’t use them, then they really don’t offer much security.”

Why it matters
Since the passage of the E-Government Act of 2002, myriad federal services have emerged online. A 2014 Government Accountability Office report noted that agencies operate more than 11,000 websites. As more people make the Web

How Connect.gov works
Under Connect.gov, government-approved partners issue digital credentials to individuals who want secure access to online government services without creating separate logins for every agency.

Source: Connect.gov

1. Customer seeks access to an online government application
When identification is needed to access an application, Connect.gov will appear as an option.

2. Customer selects a sign-in partner
The customer chooses from a list of approved sign-in partners and is directed to the partner’s website to log into an existing account or register for one.
their default choice for government interactions, the need to provide safe access has become even more important. The sharp rise in the use of mobile devices to access federal websites adds another dimension to the security challenge. The White House’s 2012 Digital Government Strategy states that “policies governing identity and credential management may need to be revised to allow the introduction of new solutions that work better in a mobile world.”

In general, identity management undergirds efforts to secure a range of IT activities, from mobility strategies to big-data initiatives.

“Identity and access management is the foundation for all security,” said Paul Christman, vice president of the public sector at Dell Software.

**The fundamentals**

In 2009, the White House published a Cyberspace Policy Review that included the need to create a “cybersecurity-based identity management vision and strategy” on a list of 10 action items. That paper led to the launch in 2011 of the National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace, which works with private- and public-sector entities to support the development of interoperable identity credentials. That move set the stage for a cloud-based, federated identity management solution.

A NIST-managed National Program Office coordinates NSTIC activities. The office collaborated with the General Services Administration to draft the requirements for the Federal Cloud Credential Exchange and awarded a contract to SecureKey Technologies in 2013 to create the exchange. FCCX was designed to let people use third-party credentials to access federal services online. In addition to improving the user experience, the governmentwide exchange would help agencies sidestep the cost of credentialing the same person numerous times.

FCCX is now known as Connect.gov and falls under the auspices of GSA. The program allows people to use digital credentials provided by government-approved sign-in partners to confirm their identities when requesting access to online government services.

When they log in, users consent to share what Connect.gov describes as a “limited set of personally identifiable information.” Connect.gov then serves as the pipeline for transmitting identity information from the sign-in partner to the agency’s online application.

Jennifer Kerber, director of Connect.gov in GSA’s Office of Citizen Services and Innovative Technologies, said Connect.gov has contracts with ID.me and Verizon to serve as sign-in partners, and other contracts will follow.

“We want to add more in the future to provide choice for the users,” she said.

Kerber noted that six agencies are currently integrating with Connect.gov, and NIST, the State Department and the Department of Veterans Affairs will likely be the first to use the system.

In another development, Connect.gov’s core technology, which is provided by SecureKey, was granted provisional authority to operate under the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program. SecureKey CEO Charles Walton said that although FedRAMP certification is required for cloud-based services, it could have broader applications.

“As other online organizations start to use cloud-based services and cloud-based identity and authentication, FedRAMP lends a stamp of approval on our services,” he said.

Connect.gov is not the only federal credentialing effort,
however. Indeed, the NSTIC program office continues to spawn a variety of pilot projects for identity management.

ID.me, for example, has been working on a project to build on its Troop ID credential, which lets military personnel obtain discounts at online retailers. The pilot project aims to expand Troop ID’s scope to include government services. In the initial phase of the expansion, veterans will be able to use the credential to access online services at the VA, said Matthew Thompson, founder and chief operating officer at ID.me.

The company plans to replicate that approach elsewhere. “We can scale that out to other government agencies,” Thompson said.

Another expansion in the works will enable Troop ID credential holders to use that solution to access services at other government agencies via Connect.gov.

Resilient Network Systems, meanwhile, was among the first companies to receive pilot funding via NSTIC. The program office selected the company and its partners to create two pilot solutions for boosting information access in the education and health care fields, using Resilient Network Systems’ Trust Network platform. (Note: Richard Spires, Resilient Network Systems’ CEO and a former CIO at the Department of Homeland Security and the IRS, writes frequently for FCW.)

Grant, who helped launch the NSTIC program office, said more than a dozen pilot projects have been funded thus far, and he is excited about what they have accomplished. “We actively chose pilots that pushed the envelope, with a focus on making something happen in the marketplace that otherwise would not,” he said. “And while not every pilot has been a smashing success, collectively, the pilots have had a major impact in helping to catalyze the marketplace.”

**The hurdles**

New identity management solutions face a number of challenges, but technical issues rate below other considerations. “In the few occasions where pilots have struggled, it’s rarely been because of technical challenges,” Grant said. “The bigger issues have been around the policies and business rules involved with rolling out a new identity solution that is trusted by multiple parties across different sectors.”

At GSA, Kerber said getting the public comfortable with using credentials via Connect.gov is one of the ongoing challenges. She said the important task is instilling trust in users, who are often concerned that a credential provider will keep track of the government websites they visit. However, the Connect.gov website states that the program “prevents sign-in partners from knowing which agencies or applications customers are accessing.”

Grant also pointed to privacy protection as a key issue. He said officials have been addressing the challenge of creating identity solutions that handle individuals’ personal data fairly and transparently without enabling new types of tracking. “There are some great ways to build privacy into identity solutions right from the start, but it takes some extra effort,” Grant said. “And in many cases, we’ve seen that unless organizations are proactive about protecting privacy from the start, these privacy-enhancing elements don’t always make it into systems.”

A poor user experience can discourage people from using an identity management system. Spires said issues can arise when a system doesn’t fit what users are accustomed to or fails to conform to the users’ notion of a good solution. If “they have to go through a number of hoops to get data that they normally have access to,” he said, it can prove difficult to retrain users to work with such a solution.

---

**What’s next?**

- **Standards development.** Many government organizations have adopted single-sign-on solutions that are based on Security Assertion Markup Language. Although SAML’s deployment history gives it staying power, standards such as OpenID Connect are growing in importance. Stu Vaeth, senior vice president of business development at Secure- Key Technologies, said OpenID Connect offers a simpler approach and a modern application programming interface. He added that where legacy infrastructure isn’t an issue, new identity management solutions will move to OpenID Connect.

- **Identity as a service.** Identities provided as a service — and not bound to a specific application — will become more prevalent in the next three years, said Paul Christiansen, vice president of the public sector at Dell Software. He said the approach will provide advantages in security, usability and application development.

- **Usability gains.** Industry and government are working on improving the usability of identity management technologies. The National Institute of Standards and Technology, for example, issued guidelines last year for derived credentials, which can be deployed directly on smartphones and tablets. That method lets users avoid having to attach a personal identity verification card reader to a mobile device, which can be awkward. Jeremy Grant, senior executive adviser for identity management at NIST, said new solutions are being built into computers and mobile devices that will free users from carrying a separate verification tool.

—— John Moore
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When the agency CIO heads to Silicon Valley

Never mind the dress codes. The real divide between East and West is over how to build and for whom.

BY RICHARD A. SPIRES

A little over a year ago, I took the helm of Resilient Network Systems, an early-stage software company that has its headquarters in San Francisco. Since then, I have been living a bicoastal life, spending about a third of my time out West and the remainder in the Washington, D.C., area or traveling as needed to visit potential clients.

I have been in a startup before, and not surprisingly, it does feel like déjà vu. Resilient has many of the same issues that most early-stage companies face as they attempt to bring new products to market: building credibility and references, working to raise one’s next round of funding, hearing lots of rejection from potential customers and investors, and getting jazzed when a new deal closes.

It’s quite difficult, but I, like so many other entrepreneurs, have a passion for what we are doing and the utmost belief that our technology can help change the world for the better. And like so many other entrepreneurs, I sometimes wonder why our value proposition is not immediately obvious to others.

Given my years of work in federal IT (both in and out of government), I understand this business and its culture. So I am finding it fascinating to face a new set of experiences and culture as I work in Silicon Valley and deal with venture capitalists, angel investors, other IT companies (small and large) and potential customers.

My observations reflect my personal experiences, and I appreciate that there are examples that one can cite that would not align with my observations. Still, I think it is instructive to reflect on some significant differences I have observed between West and East. There are important perspectives worth noting as all of us in government IT work to better capitalize on new, innovative technologies and solutions, and many of those innovations do indeed come from Silicon Valley.

- **Laid-back vs. buttoned-down.** The most obvious difference between West and East is reflected in visible cues of dress codes, office space, etc. But if you work on both coasts, you quickly realize this is all just cosmetic. The laid-back label is not correct, and while there certainly are some truly buttoned-down firms in the East, that typically has less to do with a company’s culture than with the persona they wish to project to their customers. That said, I do dress more casually on the West Coast.

- **Consumer vs. enterprise focus.** Perhaps most striking to me has been the more “consumer-oriented” approach to building business in the West than what I see in the East. Certainly there are Silicon Valley firms that do not sell directly to consumers, but even so, the approach is more about driving adoption at a grassroots level that in many cases has no immediate economic return.

  Clearly, that strategy has been spurred on by the rise of companies that have changed the world of social media, and it is hard to argue given some of the successes we have witnessed in the past decade.

  My sense is that the East struggles with this model. On the flip side, however, I also see a need for technologies and solutions that can drive needed change for large enterprises — and they are just not coming from large, established IT companies. And I have

Richard A. Spires has been in the IT field for more than 30 years, with eight years in federal government service. Most recently, he served as CIO at the Department of Homeland Security. He is now CEO of Resilient Network Systems.
found that West Coast investors are more reluctant to invest in such opportunities. Given their ultimate bottom-line orientation, they must feel that the chance for outsized returns is less in the enterprise market. The one current exception is companies that make cybersecurity products.

• Speed vs. completeness. The orientation in Silicon Valley is to quickly build a minimally viable capability, deploy it to get feedback and then incrementally improve from there. This is taking agile development beyond software to the business of building a company.

As I have learned from having participated in a number of startups, testing and refining your capabilities with potential and actual clients is the foundation for success. Almost no one gets the killer app right at the start. It is the refinement through use and feedback from customers that is the key to creating a successful product or service.

Unfortunately, as those of us who have worked in federal IT know all too well, this is not how the government typically buys. That is the critical rub and why many early-stage companies (no matter where they reside) are averse to selling to the government.

On a final note, I was recently pitching to one of the major venture capital firms on Sand Hill Road. Overall, it was going well — until we started to discuss our market focus. One of our target markets is the federal government because I believe our capabilities are well suited to support it. The investors’ reaction was very negative, which is indicative of how government is viewed by many West Coast investors.

Even though we have certain organizations — for example, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Department of Homeland Security’s Science and Technology Directorate — that are working to bring innovative technologies to government, the government as a whole continues to lag behind in technology adoption because it is not attracting young, innovative companies.

This is by no means an easy problem to solve, but any meaningful procurement reform should seek to address how to enable the most innovative firms to access the government market.
In 2013, inspectors general from 78 government offices processed a stunning 619,460 complaints that came in through their hotlines. That’s 1,697 per day.

In the same year, IGs claimed 19,000 indictments or criminal investigations, “successful” prosecutions, and suspensions or debarments, according to the annual report by the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE).

Interestingly, in 1995, there were considerably fewer take-downs. CIGIE’s report for that year indicates there were 8,273 “successful” prosecutions, debarments, exclusions and suspensions of people or companies doing business with the federal government.

So have government and industry become more derelict — or have the IG offices become more fervent in their pursuits?

IGs are charged with the critical function of rooting out waste, fraud and abuse at their respective agencies. Their role was created in 1978 as an important safeguard in an unwieldy system in which taxpayer dollars might be subject to misuse.

In recent years, however, it seems IGs have traded their magnifying glasses for microscopes and are prosecuting cases that in years past would have been handled administratively (for those at the highest level) or in the woodshed (for those at the lowest level).

Increased oversight, including the feverish rate of probes by the IGs, is creating a fearful paralysis in the entire federal system.

In its 2013 report to the president, CIGIE claimed that IGs’ prosecutions “strengthened programs” and “resulted in significant improvements to the economy.”

But my own quiet conversations with industry leaders, government executives and our hard-working public servants suggest a different and troubling reality: Increased oversight, including the feverish rate of probes by the IGs, is creating a fearful paralysis in the entire federal system.

Drawing attention to the problem
The IT community is especially hard-hit by the chill. In a world in which systems and partnerships must necessarily be nimble and collaborative, fear of the IG has virtually frozen communications — and progress.

Government officials — especially those in the acquisition function, who are afraid of even the appearance of favoritism or impropriety — often choose to avoid direct contact with industry, even though such discourse is heralded as an important business practice under the Federal Acquisition Regulation and is actively supported by the Office of Federal Procurement Policy and Defense Department leaders.

Those communication barriers between government and industry are hardly new or unacknowledged. Since 2011, OFPP has actively championed a “myth-busting” campaign that is designed to dispel assumptions and fears about government interactions with industry. OFPP’s administrator at the time, Dan Gordon, sorted rumor from rule regarding meetings, con-
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versations and exchanges of information between government and industry. Ever since, the drumbeat encouraging improved communications has continued by top leaders across government.

But well-founded fear cannot be overcome by well-meaning efforts. Risk aversion is learned behavior, and therefore, suspicion and paranoia continue to dominate stilted conversations. And now the lack of communication is effectively preventing the development of good solutions, hampering competition and breeding poor decision-making.

And so, despite the demand to overcome risk aversion, foster collaboration, improve efficiency and decrease costs, the fear factor reigns.

Maybe more disturbing, though, is the McCarthy-era hush that has fallen over those in government and industry who are unwilling to publicly speak out about their concerns for fear of attracting unwanted attention and consequences.

Off the record, sources in both communities report widespread feelings of powerlessness. As one government procurement official told me, “No one oversees the IGs, so we have no place to turn.”

A former DOD official privately shared that he believes “we have reached the point that what were previously recognized as common, even routine, administrative and business decisions and debates are now being elevated to suspicion or even accusation of criminal wrongdoing and behavior.”

The official went on to suggest that “professionalism is being ceded to political and prosecutorial convenience, [which] in turn is resulting in a beaten-down workforce that sticks to rigid transactions rather than strategic thinking.”

Thankfully, media discourse is beginning to openly raise questions about the issues with the current IG structure and processes.

For example, in a recent highly publicized case, two IGs were at odds over an employee who once worked at the Department of Veterans Affairs and now works at the Treasury Department. A VA IG report concluded that the procurement official is guilty of misconduct. The Treasury IG said she’s not.

Interestingly, the individual in question had testified against the VA colleague who brought the case to the IG for creating a hostile work environment. Payback?

The Treasury IG, in a letter to the House Veterans’ Affairs Committee, quotes several witnesses who say the complainant openly sought to retaliate against the executive. And the Washington Post reports that Treasury’s IG is now accusing the VA’s IG of misconduct, saying the case “fuels growing concerns about [the VA IG’s] work.” The Post also reports that the VA’s IG is requesting an expedited review of the matter by CIGIE.

Interrupting the cycle

Observers in the federal community are watching the case closely in the hope that it will catch the eye of an authority that will help rebalance the scales in favor of a less punitive approach. But those hopes might be unfounded because, as is often the case, the policy and rhetoric originating from Congress are powerful drivers. And in February, Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) introduced the Inspector General Empowerment Act of 2015, described on Congress.gov as a bill that would “strengthen the independence of the inspectors general.” So it seems that strengthened authorities and oversight might again be the default position.

Becoming the subject of an IG investigation is no small matter. Many report that when IG investigators come to your door, they assume guilt and hang around longer than your in-laws. Even if they find no wrongdoing, work is unnecessarily stalled and managers and workers are unfairly sullied. Parties involved in those investigations say they have been condemned before anything resembling due process has occurred. Even if you emerge with no conviction, you’ve probably been pretty well bloodied and bruised.

The enforcement mentality is not only casting a frost over important relationships, it’s costing a fortune. Government contractors spend an estimated 25 cents on the dollar complying with burdensome regulations and responding to a barrage of audits and investigations. And individuals faced with an IG inquiry are spending a personal fortune to gain and maintain representation for investigations that continue without a clear process or endpoint.

In short, we are trapped in a cycle of fear, risk aversion, suppression and, ultimately, mission failure.

It’s time to interrupt the cycle.

It’s time to shed light on the impact of current oversight policies and conduct a review of practices, processes and governance over our important but intimidating IG community.

It’s time for a transparent process by which the severity of a claim, level of investigation and process are determined and communicated. A proper vetting system would prevent lower-level complaints from improperly escalating and would be met with a collective “hurrah!”

Earnestly working to establish a more just and balanced approach would allow the IG community to continue its noble quest of ensuring integrity while beginning to mend the injured federal culture so we can all focus on what is most important: mission delivery, value and service to our country.

Kym McCabe is president and CEO of Value Storm Growth Partners.
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Cybersecurity’s same old song

The good news: Most threats continue to fall into a few well-understood categories. The bad news: Government remains a top target, and it still can’t hire enough cybersecurity talent.

79,790
Total security incidents in 2014 (all sectors)

50,315
Public-sector security incidents in 2014

2,122
Incidents with confirmed data loss (all sectors)

303
Public-sector incidents with confirmed data loss

2.6%
of all reported incidents involved confirmed data loss.

63%
of the reported incidents show that public-sector systems were the target.

Most incidents fall into nine attack patterns:

- **29.4%** Miscellaneous errors
- **3.9%** Denial of service
- **25.1%** Crimeware
- **0.8%** Cyber-espionage
- **20.6%** Insider misuse
- **0.7%** Point-of-sale intrusions
- **15.3%** Physical theft/loss
- **0.1%** Payment card skimmers
- **4.1%** Web app attacks

The challenge of finding and keeping cybersecurity talent hasn’t changed much either.

There are 92,863 civilian cyber employees governmentwide. But agencies lost more than they hired last year:

- **5,335** fiscal 2014 separations
- **4,709** fiscal 2014 new hires

And pay gaps remain a significant obstacle to recruiting top talent, with private-sector software engineers earning more than their federal counterparts:

- **$8,000-$14,000** entry level
- **$24,000-$33,000** senior level

Sources: Verizon’s “2015 Data Breach Investigations Report” and Partnership for Public Service’s “Cyber In-Security II: Closing the Federal Talent Gap”
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The SAP HANA platform, delivered by SAP NS2, offers multiple capabilities to cyber defenders in one easy-to-deploy server, including high performance in-memory processing of both streaming and historical data using predictive, geospatial, unstructured text and graph-engine link analysis.